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COVID-19, Where Are We?:
Infections & Reopening:
The curve officially flattened around the world as well as in the US in the month of April. This is very much
welcomed news as a steady rather than rising rate of infection will not break the healthcare sector of the
world or the US.

Source: Worldometer

Given the trend in the US, it could be argued that the curve is beginning to decline. May 10th registered the
lowest amount of newly infected since the end of March. This is a strong sign that not only the world is
through the worst of COVID-19, but the world’s largest economy is seeing more evidence to open back up.
This discussion and strategy of reopening the global economy will largely differ country to country as well as
timelines between countries. Given the economic hardship across the world many global leaders seem to be
concluding that keeping economies closed is the greater evil compared to reopening. With that being said,
certain countries will be watched closely given their weight in the overall global economy.
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According to the IMF, the US is just shy of 25% of the global economy and the guidelines set by the White
House will set the stage for the US and world economy returning to a sense of normal. The guidelines of the
US have largely been broken up into three categories:
1. Criteria – This has largely been referred to as “Gating” as it sets guidelines for new infection trends as
well as patient care.
2. Preparedness – This sets the expectation of individual states monitoring testing, contact tracing, and
healthcare capacity.
3. Phase Guidelines – Lays out a 3-phase approach that begins with employees returning to work and
ending with places of worship and sporting venues exhibiting limited social distancing.
However, the metaphorical bar to reopen a state’s economy can be raised if the local government chooses to
do so.
Source: White House & CDC

Fortunately, states in the US are either seeing the curve flatten or a downward trajectory. Thus, the
Symptom and Base Gate have been met. The only factor that remains unanswered is “robust testing.” The
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White House did not set a certain threshold on what “robust” is, leaving this last metric up to the individual
states.
Source: White House & CDC

The preparedness of states is subjective. However, this subjective nature is not a bad thing. Consider the
geographic as well as population density disparity around the US. The preparedness guidelines between New
York and North Dakota should differ and the subjective nature of preparedness provides that.
The last category lays out in 3 phases how the US economy should reopen:
1. Phase 1 – Elective surgeries resume, large venues reopen under social distancing, but senior living
as well as schools should remain closed and prohibit visitation.
2. Phase 2 – Schools reopen and large venues can operate under moderate social distancing, but
visitation to senior living facilities should be prohibited.
3. Phase 3 – Senior living facilities will allow visitors and all venues are open with limited physical
distancing.
The timeline of each phase is largely left up to the individual state with most states already publishing
guidelines that include additional phases and/or specific timelines for more densely population areas of the
respective state.
Given the majority of the US is reopening, focus will shift to whether newly infected cases exceed the local
hospitals ability to treat. If hospitals become over utilized expect the US to shutdown again and for the
White House to hit the reset button. This would obviously be bad for the economy and could result in the
equity market revisiting March lows. However, if infections remain stable and hospitals have the means to
treat the infected the US economy will emerge in a “new normal.” This new normal will most likely
encapsulate individuals wearing masks in public, smaller class sizes, remote offices, tracking of location,
limited travel, and increasing adoption of disposable products.
True Fatality Rate:
As of May 10th, 4.2M people had been infected with 0.3M reported COVID-19 deaths. This results in a fatality
rate of 6.7% around the globe. The US is currently running at a fatality rate of 5.9%, which is nearly 30x
higher than that of the seasonal flu fatality rate of ~0.2%. While the 30x factor makes for flashy headlines the
true fatality rate of COVID-19 is still being diagnosed with more and more data becoming available on a daily
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basis. While we are plagued with headlines of “Cases Surge!”, “More Infected!”, “Deaths Skyrocket!”, etc. a
careful examination of the denominator (number of COVID-19 cases) and numerator (Number of COVID-19
deaths) is warranted. The studies that will be cited largely stem from academics around the world.
Obviously, everyone has their own agenda, but the overall theme of the research being presented reveal
certain aspects of the true fatality rate.





5/1/20 – Science Magazine: The number of undocumented infections was 86% before travel
restrictions were imposed around the world.
5/4/20 – University of Bonn (Germany): 15% of highly dense population areas have been infected by
COVID-19.
4/13/20 – New England Journal of Medicine: 15.4% of pregnant women in New York tested positive
for COVID-19 with only 12% of infected reporting symptoms.
3/27/20 – Center for Disease Control: The cruise lines Diamond Princess and Grand Princess yielded
infection rates of 19.2% and 16.6% with ~50% of infected asymptomatic.

Some would be quick to cite the limited nature of studies given the ongoing trends in COVID-19, but that data
presented is the latest and greatest. Using the US as an example, the current infection rate is ~0.4%, well
below any of the studies listed. This highlights the number of infected is the US is not only understated, but
understated by a significant magnitude.
Using the New England Journal study as an example provides a lot of insight for the puts and takes in terms of
whether the US infection rate is higher or lower than the 15.4% rate listed in the study:
Puts:
1. Pregnant women are more likely to live by social distancing parameters than a large portion
of the US population.
2. Pregnant women are more likely to avoid entertainment venues and other places where
COVID may spread.
Takes:
1. New York has been a hot bed of COVID-19.
2. Pregnant women face exposure to infectious areas given doctor visits.
3. Pregnant women on average are more likely younger than the average US citizen.
Given the puts and takes of the study it seems fairly rational to set an infection rate of 5% to 15% for the US
population at large. Just changing the denominator in the fatality rate calculation yields the following results:
COVID-19 Deaths
COVID-19 Infected
COVID-19 Fatality Rate

Recorded Cases
80,787
1,367,963
5.9%

5% Infection Rate
80,787
16,481,738
0.5%

10% Infection Rate
80,787
32,963,475
0.2%

15% Infection Rate
80,787
49,445,213
0.2%

As can be seen, making adjustments to the number of infected with the latest and greatest data indicates a
disease that is on par with the seasonal flu. These simple assumptions also show the number of infected is
off by a factor of 12x to 36x.
The next question to ask is the numerator (number of COVID-19 deaths) correct. There are multiple
headlines of hospitals incorrectly counting patient deaths related to COVID-19. While all this evidence is
hearsay and subjective it does raise the question of how death should be counted. A patient who was
perfectly healthy, but caught COVID-19 and died is fairly straight forward. However, an elderly patient
already suffering from a respiratory illness or something worse that catches COVID-19 and passes is
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incredibly subjective. Pushing this anecdotal information aside, financial incentives must also be accounted
for.
This can be seen from the CARES Act. A hospital who admits a patient under Medicare typically receives
$5,000. However, under the CARES Act if a patient is admitted for COVID-19 that lump sum jumps to $13,000
and as high as $39,000 if that patient ends up using a ventilator. Couple this financial incentive with
Medicare covering retiree’s and demographics that skew older and the fatality rate could easily be
overstated. Attempting to quantify this overstatement is incredibly difficult, but the main point is that the
true death rate of COVID-19 is at best it’s most liberal and in reality could easily be argued to be lower.
Taking the understated infection case count with a most likely overstated death count yields a fatality rate
that is even lower than is displayed in the table shown above. Given the fatality rate is more on par with the
everyday flu factoring in the latest data, politicians are at a crossroads. Fear and panic are elevated and any
action taken to reopen an economy will be met with criticism. In addition, the longer the economy remains
closed the more people will remain unemployed. In other words, whatever action is taken is going to upset a
portion of the population.
Overall, the reopening of the economy will most likely yield more infected. However, this comes with more
tests being performed than in the past coupled with a portion of the population who has already been
exposed. In addition, the true infection rate is much higher than is being reported, yet our healthcare system
remains intact. Thus, even if infections were to rise there is no evidence it will peak to the levels already
digested by the healthcare system. As long as the healthcare system can treat the infected, the economy will
continue to reopen and slowly return to normal.
Equity Fundamentals & Valuation:
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The global equity market is down 13.3% through April. The market hit its bottom on March 23rd and has
since rallied 26.5%. This rally has largely taken shape as multiple countries reopen economies and hope is
still being held that businesses can return to a sense of normalcy. This hope is causing valuation ratios to
spike as the estimate for earnings is all over the place.
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The current consensus is for Q2 earnings to grow 4.71% and Q3 to spring back to growth of 17.9%. Q1 is
largely in the books with 86% of the S&P 500 reporting. Earnings for Q1 has thus far declined 13.6%, which
raises the yellow flag how can Q2 see positive earnings growth as the US economy has largely been shutdown
for the month of April. The optimists would lean on the fact that China has reopened, and the growth rate
seen overseas is making up for the delayed growth in the US. However, the pessimist would argue that Q2
will also be negative and ultimately highlight that valuations are indicating an overvalued market.
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This expectation of earnings is even harder to determine with roughly 80% of firms removing quarterly
guidance. In addition, firms have suspended share buybacks and/or dividends until a more transparent
outlook can be determined. While this in and of itself is not a good thing for earnings growth, it will free up a
substantial amount of cash to deal with any unforeseen COVID-19 ripples.
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Using 2019 as the most recent data point, limiting dividends and buybacks will free up 47% of cash. While
this freed up cash is a positive from a liquidity perspective it will reign in both the dividend and buyback yield.
The sectors that will feel this the most are Financials and Energy. This will be particularly pronounced in
Energy as earnings have been forecasted to fall 115% given the price of oil.
Despite valuation ratios spiking and firms removing guidance along with shareholder rewards, all eyes are
clearly on the future. 2022 earnings is currently projecting $189.17, which translates into a P/E multiple of
15.5x for the S&P 500. While that is a welcome sign given 15.5x is below the historic average of 17.0x, it
implies ~10% upside over the next 2.5 years.
The speed and strength of the economy will dictate how quickly earnings come back. This come back is
incredibly murky, but highlights why individual equities are a necessity in this day and age. Simply buying a
mutual fund leaves the investor susceptible to investing in securities that are not only overvalued, but also
have little cash to offset the shutdown.
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Fixed Income Fundamentals & Valuation:

Source: Bloomberg

The past month has seen interest rates come off their lows in the long term, but the short end of the curve
remains anchored to that zero bound. The actions taken by the FOMC have largely freed up liquidity and has
allowed the FOMC to limit asset purchases. Because the FOMC is not having to take as much action as
originally planned is indicative of a market that continues to function.
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While bond markets are providing that means of liquidity, the bond market itself is incredibly overvalued
when considering interest rate risk. This can be summed up best with the 10YR US Treasury Note. Currently
the interest rate is 0.72% and carries a duration of 9.8. Duration implies that for a 1% increase in interest
rates this bond price will fall 9.8% and vice versa if interest rates fall 1%. Not only does a 10YR US Treasury
Note result in a negative yield when factoring in inflation, but comes with a historically high interest rate risk
burden. The previous graph highlights this interest rate risk for the bond universe in general.
Given the bond universe in general is overvalued, the question becomes are there pockets of value in the
bond universe. The answer to that question is yes, but with the incremental factor of credit risk.

Both investment grade and high yield corporate bond spreads have widened out, indicating a higher yield
compared to US Treasuries. However, this incremental return comes with the risk that a given corporation
could declare bankruptcy. This has especially been the case in retail as True Religion, Bluestem Brands,
Modell’s Sporting Goods, Pier 1, Art Van Funriture, and SFP Franchise have all declared bankruptcy in 2020.
In addition, the historically low oil price is also weighing on small drillers all around the US and could be
indicative of more bankruptcies in the energy sector.

Source: Bloomberg
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While this wider spread is appealing given the alternative, one must be incredibly diligent when pursuing this
asset class. BBB rate debt is the lowest a firm can be and still be considered investment grade. The
corporate universe is increasingly being defined as this specific grade with BBB making up 47% of investment
grade debt. In addition, corproate debt as a percentage of GDP is at all time high. All these characteristics
are reiterating the long running heuristic that risk and return are positively correlated.

The last piece to analyze in the fixed income universe is that of floating rate bank debt versus high yield debt.
Currently, those asset classes are trading in line with their historic average. However, its important to
remember the floating component to bank debt that would offset the interest rate risk if interest rates were
to rise.
Low yields, elevated corproate leverage, bursting BBB class, and retail bankruptcies have created a sluggish
outlook for fixed income to say the least. Nonetheless, certain strategies provide relative strengths
compared to the universe in general:




Overweight bank debt versus high yield. Both come with elevated credit risk, but bank debt comes
with the positive feature of a floating rate coupon payment.
Overweight AA/A investment grade versus BBB/high yield. Both are cheap relative to their own
history’s, however, AA/A investment grade does not exhibit the same degree of credit risk.
Overweigh short duration versus long duration. Interest rates in general are depressed, thus the
main lever to pull is to limit interest rate risk.
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Conclusion:
The steps of opening back up the world economy has created the euphoric move that has accompanied a
stock market rally in April. Whether this euphoria is to continue will be based on whether hospitals are
overwhelmed or not. Hotspots will pop and people will get infected, but the metric that needs to be watch is
hospital bed, ICU bed, and ventilator capacity and utilization. As long as the resulting hotspots do not
overwhelm the resources of the hospital the economy will continue to reopen.
A headlines priority is to get your attention. Tread lightly when digesting national and global news as it could
easily be argued that all parties have an agenda. However, when lifting up the hood and examining the latest
studies indicates the number of infected is significantly under reported while the number of deaths are
possibly overstated. Factoring in adjustments to account for this error highlights COVID-19 is as fatal as the
seasonal flu.
This disparity in what is being reported and reality is partially driving the market rally seen of late. However,
the shut down will significantly dampen earnings in Q2 and hopefully set the stage for a rebound in Q3. This
rebound needs to be significant to justify the current rally seen in the stock market.
While opinions may be mixed on whether the stock market is overvalued, the bond market is clearly
overvalued in aggregate. Pockets of the fixed income universe need to be targeted to accrue a respectable
yield all the while avoiding elevated credit risks.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to ask.
Respectfully
Kenny Blickenstaff, CFA
CEO, Titan Investment Mgmt. LLC
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Disclosures:
Titan Investment Management LLC is a registered investment adviser. Information presented is for educational
purposes only and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific
securities, investments, or investment strategies. Investments involve risk and unless otherwise stated, are not
guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing
any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
Titan Investment Management LLC may discuss and display, charts, graphs, formulas which are not intended
to be used by themselves to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. Such charts
and graphs offer limited information and should not be used on their own to make investment decisions.
Backtested Performance Disclosure Statement
Backtested performance is NOT an indicator of future actual results. There are limitations inherent in hypothetical
results particularly that the performance results do not represent the results of actual trading using client assets,
but were achieved by means of retroactive application of a backtested model that was designed with the benefit of
hindsight. The results reflect performance of a strategy not historically offered to investors and do NOT represent
returns that any investor actually attained. Backtested results are calculated by the retroactive application of a
model constructed on the basis of historical data and based on assumptions integral to the model which may or
may not be testable and are subject to losses.
Backtested performance is developed with the benefit of hindsight and has inherent limitations.
Specifically, backtested results do not reflect actual trading, or the effect of material economic and market factors
on the decision making process, or the skill of the adviser. Since trades have not actually been executed, results
may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity,
and may not reflect the impact that certain economic or market factors may have had on the decision-making
process. Further, backtesting allows the security selection methodology to be adjusted until past returns are
maximized. Actual performance may differ significantly from backtested performance.
Model portfolio performance is not shown net of the model advisory fee of 1.00% the average fee charged by Titan
Investment Management LLC, and gross of trading costs based on our Custodian TD Ameritrade. Performance does
not reflect the deduction of other fees or expenses, including but not limited to brokerage fees, custodial fees and
fees and expenses charged by mutual funds and other investment companies. Performance results shown include
the reinvestment of dividends and interest on cash balances where applicable. The data used to calculate the
model performance was obtained from sources deemed reliable and then organized and presented by Titan
Investment Management LLC.

